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After last year successful edition with over 110+ biomass specialists and nearly 30 
excellent speakers, we have pleasure to invite you to the 6th European Conference 
Biomass PowerON taking place on 9-10 October 2024. This year we are moving to 

Copenhagen, Denmark. 
. 

The Global Biomass market is anticipated for significant growth from 2024 to 2031. With 
steady expansion in 2023 and increasing strategic initiatives by key players, the market 

is anticipated to grow. Europe, in particular, is exploring biomass and pellets as 
important alternatives amid the current energy crisis and mounting concerns over 

environmental sustainability. Transitioning to these renewable sources for heat and 
power is pivotal for enhancing European energy security and combating climate change. 

  
This year we are focusing on the utilization of biomass and pellets for generating heat 

and power, the pivotal role of bioenergy in decarbonization efforts, and the forest 
industry's outlook regarding the escalating demand for wood biomass and pellets. 

Moreover, with ongoing dialogues within the EU concerning policies and regulations 
pertaining to green solutions and the positioning of biomass within them, we'll delve into 

policies and regulations on the bioenergy sector. 
 

  
   

  

 

Early confirmed speakers and engaging topics for discussions... 
 

  
   

  

Early Confirmed Speakers from biomass operators, traders, technology companies : 

 

Michael Hjorth Christensen, Chief Operating Officer, CM Biomass 

Gilles Gauthier, Research and Business Development Manager, Hawkins Wright 

Lauma Kazuša, Head of Market Analysis, SUEZ 

Ennio Prizzi, Policy Officer, Bioenergy Europe 

Bharadwaj Kummamuru, Executive Director, World Bioenergy Association 

Henrik Brodin, Head of Energy, Södra 

Michael Hecquet, Head of R&D Advanced fuels, TotalEnergies 
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Didzis Palejs, Biomass trade development, Cellmark 

and many more...  

  

 Key topics include: 

Peering Ahead: Navigating the Industry's Tomorrow 

Opportunities and challenges in the biomass market 

REPowerEU plan and place of biomass among renewables 

Carbon accounting connected to forestry and biomass use – threat or 

opportunity? 

Financing bioenergy projects – opportunities and challenges 

Booming demand for pellets – how to increase and source more? 

Transportation, storage, and supply chain management 

Reducing trade risk and increasing efficiency – what needs to be done? 

Strategies for optimizing biomass power plant operations 

The latest technologies enhancing operational efficiency 

Sourcing wood biomass and the risk of deforestation 

Biomass gasification - scaling up and increasing its potential 

Role of biomass plants in circular economy 

Thermal Conversion Processes : pyrolysis and gasification 

Biomass pyrolysis and gasification reviewed 

Progress in CHP technology 

And many more 
 

  
   

  

Request Agenda  
   

  
   

  

 

 
Special Early bird offer 1295EUR valid until 24May2024 

  
 Save 400EUR! 

  
Regular rate is 1695EUR inc. access to all the sessions, networking, lunches, 

refreshments, drinks reception and documentation from the event. 
  

 

  
   

  

Register Online  
   

  

   

  

 

  
Conference will have a limited exhibiton spaces and seating available. 

Save a seat today. 
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On the day before the main event, on 8th October 2024, a limited number of conference 
participants have a unique opportunity to visit state-of-the-art power plant 

Amagerværket. 
The tour is organized thanks to HOFOR. 

  
  

During the visit we will start with an introduction to the Amager power station. and its role 
in the Copenhagen energy system. You’ll get a guided tour of Amagerværket’s new 

power plant block, which is fired with sustainably certified biomass. The site visit allows 
you to experience the many large and technical installations involved in the production of 
district heating and electricity. The tour ends at Amagerværket’s viewing platform, where 

you can enjoy a magnificent view over Copenhagen, see where HOFOR’s biomass is 
being loaded and get a view of our old unit, that was using coal. 

  
 

  
   

  

 

Meet our last 2023 edition sponsors and exhibitors 
 

  
   

  

 

This event is set to bring industry stakeholders, unique content, workshops 
discussions and networking. Showcase your products and services in the 

networking area and hold meetings with leaders from the industry. The 
commercial aspect of the event will create you a perfect intimate environment for 

doing business. 
 

  
   

  

 

Some of the companies participating in Biomass PowerON series included: 
Kohlbach Energieanlagen * SUEZ * Hawkins Wright * Bioenergy Europe * KWA 

Contracting * RWE Generation NL * Uniper * Energy Crops * Doosan Lentjes GmbH * 
Standardkessel Baumgarte * Phoenix BioPower * Turboden * Next Marketing * 
Captimise * CM Biomass * Rambøll * Againity * Sumitomo SHI FW * Implement 

Consulting Group * Gexcon * ecoprog * Afry * Wega Group Oy * Zollikofer GmbH & Co. 
AG * Mehldau & Steinfath Umwelttechnik GmbH * ELIN Motoren GmbH * Kanematsu 
GmbH * Brüning Group Germany GmbH * Stora Enso AB * INTEC GMK * SSGE Bio-
energy * HLP Klearfold * Leroux et Lotz Deutschland GmbH * Mirion Technologies * 
Justsen Energiteknik A/S * Carmeuse * PCK Raffinerie GmbH * Acciona Industrial * 

Stadtwerke Schwerin GmbH * Mitsubishi Power Europe * Terrasource Global * Jeffrey 
Rader * FinCo Fuel Group * Vow * Vecoplan * Hasco Invest * BLD Holz+Transport * 

MCO Team * Mantex * Clyde Bergemann * Reel Moeller * Verdo Trading * J.D. Irving 
Limited * Franco Tosi Meccanica * VOW ASA * Norbio * Hamburger Energiewerke * 
Uniconfort * Engicon * BITZER Kühlmaschinenbau * Duro Felguera * Asas Energy * 
Bruks-Siwertell AB * HCC Hanseatic Commodity Trading * Wood Industrial Power * 

World Bioenergy Association * Ørsted * Baltpool * Engie * HOFOR * AffaldVarme Aarhus 
* Söderenergi AB * DRAX * Stockholm Exergi * DI DK * European Energy Exchange * 

ENCE - Energía y Celulosa * Technical University of Denmark * Baltic Control 
Certification * Rgrupa * Port of Aarhus * Prometec * VALMET Technologies Oy * 

LiqTech Holding * Morse Preservation Inc * Fjernvarme Horsens A/S * Biomasa Partner 
Group Sp. z o.o. * Overslagbedrijf Moerdijk BV * MCD Measure Connect Display AB * 

Altri Florestal * Howden Axial Fans * Warmeston * Ardor * Fram Renewable Fuels LLC * 
Dansk Fjernvarme * KBT Bioenergie Technologie GmbH * Biotrans * REPSOL * Aalborg 

Energie Technik and many more... 
 

  
   

  

  

12+ Programme Hoursr | 8+ Networking Hours 



 

Refreshments & Coffee Breaks | Business Lunches and Drinks 
Case Studies | Panel Debates | Q&A 

 

  
   

  

 

Last edition supported by 
 

  
   

  

You recieved this mail as you are part of industry, to update preferences here. 
If you no longer wish to receive this bioenergy newsletter, you can always unsubscribe by clicking below 

  
Unsubscribe here  
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